SECURITY AUDIT

What is a Security Audit?
Businesses of all sizes, and in all sectors, can take advantage of K3’s no-obligation security audit. Our audit
is a consultative review service that highlights potential system security risks with the provision of a risk
score, comprehensive report and expert recommendations.
Consider it as a security health snapshot which allows you to gain visibility of the blind spots and weaknesses
that are making you vulnerable, giving you the knowledge to invest in remedial and preventative action.
The security audit analyses your network and identifies vulnerabilities from both external and
internal attacks, plus current security, accessibility and major issues. If applicable, we will also advise on how
to lock down your data and get more out of your current IT infrastructure.
To ensure your business remains vigilant, aware and prepared for evolving cybersecurity threats, we can
also undertake quarterly audits which build on our prior findings.

Our process
Analyse –Your internal and external networks are comprehensively analysed
Review – All the details of your security audit report are meticulously reviewed
Document – Our findings are documented and provided
Present – You discover the results of our audit in straightforward language
Advise – We advise on remedial action and make helpful recommendations

What you recieve
An overview of your network(s) devices, including a general health and security review
A risk score, calibrated from the nearly 20 reports that make up our audit
Analysis and recommendations of each issue encountered
A thorough collaborative review, so you can make the most out of the audit
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SECURITY AUDIT

A SECURITY AUDIT INCLUDES

Software

Exposing any systems and machines that are missing patches/service packs/
security updates
Highlighting any devices or networks with poor security management
Identifying any devices or networks that are missing antivirus, anti-ransomware or
no/poor firewall configuration

Configuration

Highlighting inconsistencies in policies in group policy objects
Highlighting where content filtering could benefit the security of your network

Accessibility

Misconfiguration of user access to Network Shares
Detailed breakdown of AD Security Group Membership

Security Risks

Exposing old user accounts that haven’t been disabled
Identifying internal systems with open ports which pose potential security risks
Addressing external issues which put your network at risk of business interruption or
data loss

How much does it cost?
The audit, including all reports and recommendations starts from just £2,000+VAT

Please call us on 0844 579 0800 to discuss your specific requirements.
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